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Art Deco Lady Unicorn Art Rug Tapestry

3 400 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Wool

Length : 198

Width : 137.5

https://www.proantic.com/en/1196301-art-deco-lady-unicorn-

art-rug-tapestry.html

Dealer

ShArt~Antik
Tapis,  Tapisseries & Textiles anciens

Mobile : 0617926662

10A rue de Sarraltroff

Reding 57445

Description

Hand Tufted Rug, Lady Unicorn Design, Circa

1970

What is the Hand Tufted rug?

Soft, soft and perfectly suited to contemporary

designs, the hand-tufted rug, also called Hand

Tuft or Asian Point, has become a reference in

the world of designer rugs.

This technique offers the artisan upholsterer great

freedom of creation. Tufting is a process using

artisanal manufacturing methods, ancestral

know-how mainly developed in India and China,

and modern weaving tools.

The weaving is carried out by hand, the craftsman

implanting the textile wicks, directly into a cotton

canvas, a canvas stretched on a vertical loom.



Tufting is carried out using a strand gun,

following the colors, design and different roving

heights of the product.

The tufting technique allows us to produce high

quality products and allow for all the

eccentricities! Shapes, colors, designs, relief,

everything is possible with an exceptional result.

It is, for example, possible to sculpt carpets, the

fiber is then implanted at maximum relief height

then sculpted using scissors and razors. This

method is also called "Carving". Carved rugs are

truly exceptional pieces and are highly prized for

their particularly luxurious finished appearance.

This model is signed by an unknown artist called

"Kell" Limited series 14/300.

The unicorn lady is centered in a rainbow of

clouds.

The unicorn, a mythical single-horned animal,

has been present for centuries in legends and

myths around the world.

A symbol of purity, wisdom and strength, it has

today become a real phenomenon in popular

culture.

Unicorns have the natural power to detect lies.

Unicorns sense evil energy and dark magic: they

can pierce through a liar's game. In fact, you have

bad intentions, seeing such pure and fascinating

creatures may give you pause!

The nature of the Lady of the Unicorn :

A vision of paradise, in the light of Christian

thought and a garden of love in the aristocratic

and courtly sense.

The thick, high-quality wool from New Zealand

guarantees absolute comfort and softness that has

nothing to do with a traditional hand-knotted rug.

Size : 198x137.5 cm

Size of the bar : 145.5 cm / Width: 5.2 cm

Condition : Wool slightly patinated in the black

background, in the white background at the level



of the unicorn's head slight difference in color,

otherwise in good general condition.

Lined with fabric and mounted to hang on the

wall. Stains on the back.

Video available on request


